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Abstract

Symbolic It^o calculus refers both to the implementation of It^o calculus in a computer algebra package and to its application. This article1
reports on progress in the implementation of It^o calculus in the powerful and innovative computer algebra package AXIOM, in the context of
a decade of previous implementations and applications. It is shown how
the elegant algebraic structure underlying the expressive and e ective formalism of It^o calculus can be implemented directly in AXIOM using the
package's programmable facilities for \strong typing" of computational
objects. An application is given of the use of the implementation to provide calculations for a new proof, based on stochastic di erentials, of the
Mardia-Dryden distribution from statistical shape theory.
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Introduction
The It^o calculus, or stochastic calculus for semimartingales, provides a exible,
powerful, and expressive formalism for the study of continuous random processes. Over the past ten years or so, methods have been developed for utilizing
computer algebra in stochastic calculus, typically by implementing stochastic
calculus within a suitable computer algebra package; symbolic It^o calculus. The
purpose of this article is to report on the progress of a project to implement
It^o calculus in the innovative AXIOM computer algebra package [15], which
1 This is
/home/bach/wsk/ms/Montreal/montreal.tex (unix) version: 1.16. It was last
edited on 17:29:24, 12/01/1999.
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uses elegant mathematical ideas to provide a powerful structured programming environment, eminently suitable for implementation of the rich formalism
of stochastic calculus. This builds on previous implementations in REDUCE
and Mathematica, sharing a common approach and hence collectively termed
Itovsn3.
The combination of computer algebra and stochastic calculus makes the
following tasks possible (all of which have been carried out using various versions
of Itovsn3):
 searching out informative representations of stochastic processes arising
in applications;
 automatic identi cation of the natural geometry of a di usion;
 identi cation of local martingales, and searching out of supermartingales
and submartingales { a technique which has been applied to solve dicult
and nonstandard stochastic control problems;
 solution of classes of stochastic di erential equations;
 combination of the powerful mathematical ideas of It^o calculus with algebraic, graphical and numerical capabilities of the computer algebra package;
 computer-aided preparation of simulation code and automatic simulation
of solutions to stochastic di erential equations.
In order to deliver a useful, reliable, and exible implementation we need to
take seriously the detailed algebraic issues underlying the It^o calculus mathematical formalism. The strongly-typed programming environment of AXIOM
makes it feasible to do this in a way which builds eciently on pre-existing
AXIOM code. Accordingly, the article commences by describing (in Section 1)
this formalism in general terms, eschewing technicalities; the features discussed
there are all re ected more-or-less exactly in the detailed implementation of
AXIOM Itovsn3.
Early implementations of stochastic calculus in various computer algebra
packages took implicit, not explicit, account of this formalism; Section 2 surveys the development of these successive implementations. The logic of this
development has led to the present implementation in AXIOM, of which Section 3 gives a avour (full technical details are to be found in the associated
research report [26]).
The use of computer algebra in statistics and probability can only be justi ed by successful applications: Section 4 describes a new application of the
AXIOM version of symbolic It^o calculus to a distributional result in the statistics of shape. Finally Section 5 summarizes future plans and prospects for this
implementation and related ideas.
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1 An informal description of It^o calculus
It^o calculus is based on the notion of Brownian motion, also called the Wiener
process. Recall that the concept of Brownian motion arose from empirical science, namely the observations of the botanist Robert Brown [6] in the last
century, the calculations of Einstein at the turn of the century (described in
book-form in [10]) showing that the phenomenon observed by Brown could be
explained by the molecular theory of uids, and independently the speculations
of Bachelier [3] about uctuations of stock-market prices. From these empirical
origins it has grown into a huge and fertile theory. Here we simply cite two
recent examples: the work of Watkins [50] and others on stochastic models for
leucocyte cell movement, and the excellent elementary exposition of Brownian
motion in nancial mathematics by Baxter and Rennie [4]. In order to understand how to use computer algebra e ectively in a stochastic calculus context,
we must rst review the beautiful theory of It^o calculus which has been built
up from these empirical roots.
The It^o calculus provides a way to use the Brownian motion as a basic
building block to construct a vast range of other processes, and as such is fundamental to a large number of modern applications of Brownian motion. The
idea dates back to It^o's classic papers [12, 13], and a strong independent contribution from the Russian school. An intuitive appreciation of the idea can
be gained by considering Brownian motion as a kind of in nitesimal random
walk, as presented in the remainder of this section (though of course for a full
appreciation one has to engage more fully with the underlying mathematics;
some textbook references are given towards the end of this section).
One can view Brownian
p motion B as the limiting case of an unbiased random
walk with jumps of  t occurring every t units of time, as t tends to zero.
In particular
E [B jF ] = E [B (t + t)jF ] ? B (t) = 0 ;
(1)
where the conditional expectation E [jF ] refers to conditioning on the class F
of all events taking place in the past at time t. (We shall make no further
mention of the underlying ltration fF : t  0g, though it is an important and
fundamental concept in the mathematical theory.)
Thus B may be viewed as the coordinate of a randomly uctuating particle,
or as an approximation to the time-varying price of a share. Ideas of trading
in shares are very useful in conveying precisely the right intuition underlying
stochastic calculus! We have constant \randomness" or volatility E [(B )2 jF ] =
t, and the unbiased nature of the Brownian motion means that this share price
has no \trend" or drift. Writing this as if it were an equation of di erentials,
we obtain
(dB )2 = dt :
(2)
This curious equation corresponds directly to the very irregular behaviour of the
Brownian path, which fails to have nite bounded variation but has bounded
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quadratic variation:

X

in nitesimal jumps in [0;t]

(B )2 ! t :

(3)

Stochastic integration with respect to B now corresponds exactly to the idea
of trading on a share with price B . If one holds H units of the share, then after
time t, and a change of share price from B to B +B , the holding has gained
value H B . Naturally one imposes a \no-insider-trading" condition on the
investment strategy H : at time t the strategy H (t) may be random but must
depend only on the strict past (observations of BPand other prices only before
time t). It is elementary to deduce from this that H B forms a discrete-time
martingale. Under this condition (for suitably integrable investment strategies
H ) we can proceed to the limit and measure the change in fortune under this
strategy as a stochastic integral:
X

H B

!

Z

(4)

H dB :

In the limit the \no-insider-trading" condition becomes a requirement that the
investment strategy H is predictable,R as well as satisfying some integrability
constraints, and the resulting fortune H dB inherits a trend-free property from
B : clearly failure of the predictability condition would mean that the resulting
fortune might acquire some trend, but would also raise the serious issue of
whether the limiting stochastic integral can exist at all!
More generally the share price M might remain a martingale, with vanishing
\trend" or drift E [M jF ] = 0, but with its volatility (E [M jF ]  (M )2 )
perhaps varying over time. This idea makes sense in the limit, and we may
talk of a continuous random process M which has zero drift (drift(dM ) = 0),
but whose volatility ((dM )2 = d[M; M ]) is itself varying with time. However
we must take care because, just as a random variable arising from summing
in nitely many random variables of zero expectation need not itself have zero
expectation, so integrating up a stochastic di erential dM of zero drift need
not lead to a process M which is a martingale: in general it will only be a
local martingale (a process which is a martingale if stopped in a way which
keeps it bounded by non-random constants). There are general conditions for
a local martingale to be a martingale: these typically involve conditions on
the quadratic variation Rprocess [M; M ]. A very simple (but excessively strong)
condition, in case M = H dB for a Brownian motion B , is that the predictable
integrand H should be bounded.
Note that the bracket process [M; M ] can be characterized as the unique
predictable process such that
M 2 ? [M; M ] is a local martingale :
(5)
It is non-trivial that [M; M ] exists: see the Doob-Meyer decomposition below
at Eq. (8). The bracket process is a (process-valued) quadratic form in M and
t
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so one can de ne the bracket between two di erent semimartingales M and N
via
(6)
[M; N ] = 41 ([M + N; M + N ] ? [M ? N; M ? N ]) :
In fact the bracket or quadratic variation is closely analogous to the variance of
a Gaussian random variable, and the quadratic covariation is analogous to the
covariance.
More generally one considers processes X which may be biased, and whose
volatility may vary over time. In the discrete setting it is clear that we may
decompose X as the sum X = V + M of a \trend" V and an \unbiased" or
martingale term M , each given in di erence form by
V = E [X (t + t)jF ] ? X (t) ;
M = X ? V :
(7)
It is a remarkable result due to Doob and Meyer that this decomposition persists
in the limit: if we can write a continuous process X as the sum
X = X (0) + V + M
(8)
of M a continuous local martingale and V a continuous process with paths of
locally bounded variation (so in particular (dV )2 = d[V; V ] = 0), then this decomposition is unique. Moreover submartingales (X such that E [X + jF ]  X )
are semimartingales. The square M 2 of an L2 martingale is a submartingale, and
this allows us to de ne [M; M ] using Eq. (5) and the technique known as localization. One then de nes quadratic variation and covariation of semimartingales
by considering their local martingale parts: thus for example d[X; X ] = d[M; M ]
in the above.
Such processes are called (continuous) semimartingales. The Doob-Meyer
decomposition Eq. (8) can be viewed as a drift+noise decomposition, and is
thus very natural from a general modelling standpoint. We should mention
here that there is a theory of stochastic calculus which permits discontinuities;
the general theory is however more involved and does not suit the purposes of
implementation in computer algebra, so we omit further discussion and refer the
interested reader to [38]. In the remainder of the paper all the semimartingales
we mention will be continuous, and we shall not say so explicitly except where
we wish to emphasize their continuity.
We note at this point that real mathematical nance does not assume share
prices etc to be martingales, but frequently does assume them to be continuous
semimartingales. It would take us too far from our course to discuss this here:
see for example [4].
Composition of a semimartingale X with a nonlinear smooth function f
introduces a further drift term at second order, following the familiar computations used in variance-stabilization in statistics:
(9)
f (X )  f 0 (X )X + 21 f 00 (X )(X )2
t
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If the process X has any volatility then we cannot ignore the second-order
terms in the Taylor expansion for f (X ). At the in nitesimal level this yields
the famous It^o formula for a smooth (continuously-twice-di erentiable) function
f of a semimartingale X :
1
(10)
df (X ) = f 0 (X )dX + f 00 (X )d[X; X ]
2
This generalizes directly to smooth functions of several variables. There are
several di erent ways to prove it in the literature; conventional methods use
power series expansions or polynomial approximation, while a recent geometric
approach is given in [23]. It should be noted that Eq. (10) generalizes to the
case of f which are the di erence of convex functions, for example f (x) = jxj.
Stochastic calculus theory includes a theory of stochastic di erential equations (sde)
dX
= f (X )dB + g(X )dt
(11)
with existence and uniqueness for suciently regular coecients f and g; for
example the important linear sde
dX

=

X dB + X dt

(12)

(for constants , ) is solved by X = X0 exp( B + ( ? 21 2 )t). (It is an easy
exercise in It^o calculus to verify this.) In particular the general theory shows us
that the statistical behaviour of a semimartingale X is determined by specifying
its drift drift(dX ) and its quadratic variation (dX )2 = d[X; X ].
In some sense the continuous semimartingales are the Gaussian random variables of the world of continuous-processes. The drift drift(dX ) and bracket
(dX )2 = d[X; X ] serve the place of mean and variance, while (dX )(dY ) =
d[X; Y ] plays the part of covariance. Stochastic di erential equation theory
tells us that speci cation of drift, bracket, and quadratic covariance (together
with initial values) determine the behaviour of the semimartingales when the
coecients are suciently regular.
We have chosen to describe the stochastic calculus theory rst in an intuitive
and approximate form for processes changing at discrete time-steps t, using
Eqs. (1,3,4,7,9). In fact this approach actually makes full mathematical sense
as written if one calls upon non-standard analysis [1]. Indeed one can then
recognize stochastic di erential equations exactly as de nitions of processes as
(in nitesimally) discrete-time processes of nonlinear autoregressive type. More
classically, one uses the martingale property to show that stochastic integrals
makes sense via limiting procedures, and interprets stochastic di erentials using
integration: see [36, 38, 39, 42] for book expositions at varying levels of detail.
We can now isolate the underlying structure of stochastic calculus, following
It^o [14]. The formalism deals with the class D2 of It^o di erentials dX arising
from continuous semimartingales X (in fact It^o de nes dX as the equivalence
class of X under variation of initial value by addition). Stochastic integration
t

t
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guarantees an algebraic module structure for D2 : an It^o di erential dX when
multiplied by a bounded predictable function H gives rise
o di erR to another It^
ential H dX (the di erential of the stochastic integral H dX ) and so D2 is a
P -module, where P is the algebra of bounded predictable functions.
In fact D2 also has a multiplication arising from the bracket process: dX
can be multiplied by dY to yield a new stochastic di erential d[X; Y ]. So in
algebraic language D2 is a P -algebra. In stochastic calculus terms this P -algebra
property
amounts to a fundamental identity: for bounded predictable H we have
R
d[ H dX; Y ] = H d[X; Y ].
We also have a drift operation drift : D2 ! D2 which is P -linear. Strictly
speaking, drift actually maps into the smaller class D1 of classical, volatilityfree, di erentials. Again, P -linearity of drift amounts to a fundamental identity of stochastic calculus: for bounded predictable H we have drift H dX =
H drift dX .
We can produce It^o di erentials from semimartingales using the It^o di erential d : S ! D2 , where S is the class of continuous semimartingales: the
It^o formula tells us how to compute this for general continuous semimartingales once we know how to do it for basic semimartingales (such as d : t ! dt,
d : B ! dB ).
Of course it is important to connect D2 back to the world of random processes, and we can do this using It^o integration: itoIntegral : D2 ! S is a
right-inverse to d.
This algebraic apparatus provides a good description of the formal manipulations carried out by workers in stochastic calculus. Before the advent of
symbolic It^o calculus, using computer algebra packages, the description seemed
to be largely a curiosity, though Schwartz [43, 44], Meyer [35] and E mery [11]
used a similar description to link stochastic di erential geometry to ideas of
second-order invariance. However a proper appreciation of the algebraic context of a mathematical problem is manifestly essential if computer algebra is to
make a fully e ective contribution.
This is a rich and expressive algebraic context for calculations concerning
semimartingales in a whole variety of applications. But there is a strong incentive to seek some kind of computer-algebra support, as the It^o formula is
second-order: the It^o di erential applied to a function of n general semimartingales yields a sum of n + 21 n(n +1) di erent terms. Such a growth in complexity,
together with a very e ective algebraic framework, strongly motivates the requirement to implement It^o calculus in computer algebra packages.
Before turning to the history of implementations of stochastic calculus in
computer algebra, we note an alternative stochastic calculus, Stratonovich calculus, which provides a rst-order transformation rule instead of the second-order
It^o formula Eq. (10), at the double price of (a) strongly restricting the class of
integrands, and (b) weakening the connection with martingales { in particular
the crucial notion of the drift or trend of a stochastic di erential ceases to make
algebraic sense. In fact there is an explicit (second-order) rule to convert be7

tween the two kinds of calculus. However, for the kinds of problems which we
will discuss, it makes sense to treat the It^o calculus as primary and to focus on
its implementation alone.

2 History of symbolic It^o calculus implementations
Previous surveys [24, 27] have covered the wider eld of computer algebra in both
probability and statistics: so here we con ne ourselves to the use of computer algebra in It^o calculus. In this section we describe the history of implementations:
some discussion of applications is to be found in Section 4.
The rst example of implementation of stochastic calculus dates back as far
as 1987 [18, 19]. It was carried out in the REDUCE computer algebra package.
The original motivation arose from noticing that the in nitesimal identity dB 2 =
dt could be implemented very simply in REDUCE as a substitution rule
LET dB**2 = dt

which would be carried out whenever dB**2 was encountered in a REDUCE
expression. This observation was the seed for a simple but e ective implementation which involved relatively little REDUCE code, and which followed
the semimartingale theory very closely (building procedures corresponding to
d, drift, itoIntegral, etc). In e ect computer algebra was used to build a
\mathematical interface", allowing the probabilist to set up a problem in language corresponding closely to stochastic calculus theory, and then to use the
package to carry out involved formal manipulations.
Fairly full descriptions of this implementation in its mature form (referred
to as Itovsn3 in a terminology combining \It^o" with the major version number
of the nal version of the code) are to be found in [21, 22].
Independently Valkeila carried out some work in Macsyma [49, 48], based
essentially on computing the It^o formula expansion Eq. (10).
In a rather di erent vein, Steele and Stine used Mathematica to implement
a stochastic calculus based on di usions [45, 46]. Subject to suitable regularity conditions, a di usion X may be viewed as a semimartingale solving a
stochastic di erential equations in which the coecients depend only on X at
the present time, not on X at some previous time, and not on other semimartingales (Eq. (11) is an example). They have the advantage of a very close link to
partial di erential equation theory, but have the disadvantage that functions of
di usions are typically not di usions. To see this, consider a semimartingale X
which has bracket process
1
d[X; X ] =
2 dt when X  1 ;
dt when X  ?1 ;
t

t
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with some smooth interpolation over the range [?1; 1]. (The process X will
then be a di usion, but its absolute value jX j cannot be one, since the quadratic
variation can be recovered by inspection of the immediate past. For example,
predictions about the future behaviour of jX j when jX j = 2 can be improved
by nding out whether X equals +2 or ?2.) It is a rather cumbersome restriction not to be able freely to compose with functions, especially in contrast to
implementations based on semimartingales, for which the It^o formula Eq. (10)
assures us that (smooth) functions of semimartingales are semimartingales.
A defect of the REDUCE implementation of Itovsn3 described above is that
the user is not at all protected against inadvertently modifying data structures
used by the package to hold information about the semimartingales being used
(various lists, such as a list of the semimartingales themselves; a multiplication
table carrying information of the form of Eq. (2); essential procedures implementing the It^o formula Eq. (10), etc.) The packaging facility of Mathematica
o ers some protection against such hazards, so Itovsn3 was re-implemented in
Mathematica using this feature [25].
To conclude this brief survey of implementations, we note that Riccomagno
(following an algebraic study of integral representation of It^o integrals [40]) is
now working on implementation of Itovsn3 in Maple, while Cyganowski [8, 7]
has developed a Maple package for the speci c purpose of solving stochastic
di erential equations.
t

3 Description of AXIOM implementation
We have already mentioned the re-implementation of Itovsn3 in Mathematica,
undertaken in order to take advantage of Mathematica's packaging facilities,
so as to protect against inadvertent overwriting of implementation procedures
and lists. Even this has not proved completely satisfactory, because a proper
implementation of It^o calculus ought to take account of the intensely algebraic
structure (D2 , drift, etc) described at the end of Section 1. Furthermore
Mathematica does not o er complete protection against interference between
packages and system procedures and de nitions (the implementation of Itovsn3
in Mathematica version 2 needs to be rewritten for Mathematica version 3 for
just this reason). The innovative computer algebra package AXIOM o ers much
in these respects, which motivated the project to use it to implement Itovsn3.
The principal issue is that the algebraic structure described in Section 1
requires us to work with entities (stochastic di erentials) which are elements of
a module (even an algebra) over P the family of predictable random functions.
Stochastic di erentials dX and dY do not t safely into the usual facilities o ered
by a computer algebra package. They could be viewed as elements of a vector
space (albeit typically of in nite real dimension), but the vector space has to
permit a multiplication dX*dY using the P -algebra structure. They could be
viewed simply as general algebraic quantities (this is the way in which they
9

are implemented in Itovsn3 both in Mathematica and REDUCE forms), but
this gives no protection for the unwary user who accidentally constructs the
meaningless form 1/dX, or performs the calculation (meaningless within the
domain of It^o calculus) of dX**0=1.
We need a computer algebra environment in which quantities are strongly
typed, not simply as real or complex or vector quantities, but in ways which
we can specify to suit the application at hand. This is exactly the strength
of AXIOM, which provides many tools for the implementation of new types or
domains of computation. We can then declare a quantity dX to possess a type
such as \stochastic di erential", which then means we can subject dX only to
those operations which we have implemented and speci ed as publicly available
to that type.
In principle one can arrange this in Mathematica (and indeed to some extent
in REDUCE): however the construction of a whole new domain of computation
ab initio is unappealing. As well as the standard object-oriented facilities of
information hiding via private functions versus public or exported functions,
AXIOM o ers facilities to use private data representations to inherit private
functions from extant AXIOM code, and also the notion of categories, which
systematizes a way of declaring exported functions and properties in a mathematical framework. By way of example we describe a simpli ed form of the
AXIOM Itovsn3 domain of stochastic di erentials.
In the AXIOM implementation of Itovsn3 we use as a building block the
very useful computational domain of integer expressions (EXPR INT), built up
recursively of kernel functions (sin, log, . . . ) applied to fractions of integer
polynomials of variables and of further kernels. Consider for example


a2 + b
sin a b sin(a=b) :
(In fact the analogue of EXPR INT is the de facto type of many REDUCE expressions.) As is common in computer algebra systems, mathematical truth is
stretched here: AXIOM considers EXPR INT to be a eld!
At the present stage of implementation Itovsn3 uses the domain EXPR INT to
represent the It^o calculus notions of semimartingales and predictable functions,
since the major focus of implementation is on building the right domain for
stochastic di erentials.
To implement stochastic di erentials we require the domain of computation
SD (abbreviating STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL) to be both a Module over EXPR
INT, and a \Rng" (an outrageous AXIOM pun for a ring without identity . . . ). In
fact we describe SD to AXIOM as a vector space, because EXPR INT is viewed as
a eld and we want to make sense of dX/a, for example. So category statements
for the domain SD read as follows:
SD:
Category == Implementation where

10

Category ==> Join(Rng, VectorSpace(EXPR INT)) with
... (declarations of various exports including drift)
Implementation ==> ...

This stipulates that our new computational domain must have a multiplication
\*", also addition \+" etc, obeying properties arising from the VectorSpace and
\Rng" requirements. As noted, we also add some explicit exports including the
drift operation.
However this is merely the public declaration. We must now choose the private representation of SD. This depends entirely on computational and programming convenience, as it is hidden from the user: we settle on a representation
in terms of sparse multivariate polynomials (SMP) with EXPR INT coecients.
The variables for these sparse polynomials are the basic stochastic di erentials,
members of a further AXIOM domain BSD whose de nition we do not present
here. In computational terms BSD is merely a private list of basic stochastic
di erentials, exporting some constructor and accessor functions and a primitive
version of the It^o di erential d.
The choice of the structure SMP(EXPR INT, BSD) for implementation domain
is convenient because SMP(...) carries algebraic structure resembling that of
SD. We add multiplication relations for It^
o di erentials, such as dB**2=dt (for
Brownian di erential dB and time di erential dt) and dB*dt=0, dt**2=0. These
multiplication relations are kept in a private table belonging to SD, maintained
by a constructor function alterQuadVar! which SD exports. (Note it is an
AXIOM convention, shared by several other list-based computer languages, to
post x a procedure by an exclamation mark ! if it modi es structures in place.)
In the implementation part of the code for SD we add a new de nition of multiplication \*" which modi es the SMP de nition; however we add no code at all
concerning other algebraic operations (\+", \-", . . . ) with the result that AXIOM simply uses the prior de nitions of SMP. This economy of de nition greatly
lightens the task of implementation, while maintaining a reasonable regime of
mathematical hygiene.
We code this up as follows:
SD:
Category == Implementation where
Category ==> Join(Rng, VectorSpace(EXPR INT)) with
... (various exports including drift)
Implementation ==> SMP(EXPR INT, BSD) add
Rep:=SMP(EXPR INT,BSD)
... (implementations of private objects, and those exported
objects - such as drift and * - which are not inherited
directly from the implementation domain)
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Of course this is not all. In the full version of the above implementation we add
various constructor and accessor functions to maintain and display tables for
multiplication and drift rules, for example alterQuadVar!(dX,dY,dH), which
sets up or alters the multiplication rule for dX*dY to be equal to dH. We also
need an It^o di erential operator d, satisfying It^o's formula as well as d(X) = dX:
the It^o formula part of this is implemented in a separate AXIOM package ITO,
both to aid development (it can then be compiled separately) and because this
enables us to write code once for an It^o di erential to apply to a variety of
di erent algebraic situations (complex-valued stochastic di erentials, stochastic di erential expressions based on oating-point arithmetic, . . . ). A further
package ITO2 implements secondary but extremely useful procedures to de ne
stochastic di erentials as Brownian di erentials, as classical di erentials, and
as solutions to stochastic di erential equations.
The detailed description of all this, together with source code listed in Nuweb
scraps [5], is to be found in the technical manual reporting on the current stage
of implementation of AXIOM Itovsn3 [26]. Therefore we now turn from this
summary description of the implementation to describe how it works in practice.

4 A new application of Itovsn3 to the statistics
of shape
The main focus of this section is to present a brief example of an application
of symbolic It^o calculus using the new implementation in AXIOM. It should
be emphasized that this application is a \toy" application which could easily
be performed by hand: the AXIOM implementation is in its early stages and
therefore the applications are not as weighty as those involving earlier implementations (REDUCE, Mathematica); this however is likely to change fast now
that the AXIOM implementation is in a usable form. In any case the application we present below is new, and introduces ideas used elsewhere in a rather
more extensive application in the same subject-area [28].
The statistics of shape provided the original motivation for the development
of computer algebra methods in stochastic calculus [18, 19, 20]. For example it
was used to give a proof that the natural shape space 3 for three independent
identically distributed Gaussian points in R (for d > 2) is a hemisphere, and
that there is a natural shape di usion associated to this shape space, namely
Brownian motion with a drift towards the \north pole" of the hemisphere. This
generalized earlier results [16] for the cases of d = 2 (the shape space 32 is a
sphere, the shape di usion is ordinary spherical Brownian motion) and d = 3.
The Mardia-Dryden distribution [33, 34] is a beautifully simple example of
the statistics of shape: in its simplest form it describes the shape density arising
from three independent planar points when the point distributions are planar
Gaussian distributions with the same rotationally symmetric dispersion but with
d
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di erent means. It is natural to ask whether the obvious relationship between
Gaussian distribution and Brownian motion leads to a stochastic calculus proof,
and indeed it does: see [17, 32]. Here we present a di erent proof which takes
advantage of the facilities of symbolic It^o calculus in AXIOM, and demonstrates
how closely the Itovsn3 code is linked to the underlying mathematics.
We begin by making AXIOM aware of the code for Itovsn3, and recording
that we are dealing with pts=3 points in n=2 dimensions, recording a useful
variable dim, and introducing the basic time semimartingale t. Notice that t is
set up using a procedure classicalSD!: this is one of the secondary procedures
from ITO2 mentioned above.
)library BSD SD ITO ITO2
n:= 2; pts := 3; dim := n*(pts-1);
dt := introduce!(t,dt)
classicalSD!(dt)

Semicolons are used to separate statements on the same line, and also to suppress output. Here we omit almost all output for the sake of clarity.
In order to conserve space we omit some calculations, well understood from
[16, 19, 20], which show that the size of the con guration of 3 points is given
by a Bessel process R, de ned as a modi cation of a Brownian motion in what
follows (using another secondary procedure brownianSD!), and used to de ne
the stochastic di erential dtau of a new time-scale which takes account of the
fact that the shape of a small con guration will change faster than that of a
large one:
dR := introduce!(R,dR);
brownianSD!(dR,dt);
alterDrift!(dR,((dim-1)/(2*R))*dt);
dtau := dt/R^2

Here (in LATEX form) is the full output from the last of these statements:
1 dt
R2

Type : StochasticDifferential Integer

AXIOM's strong typing is manifest: every output is accompanied by a statement giving the type of the answer; here StochasticDifferential Integer
signals that the expression is a stochastic di erential (de ned using a generalization of the domain SD described above). This means we can apply the various
operations (drift, multiplication, . . . ) available for stochastic di erentials, but
AXIOM will object if we attempt an illegal calculation such as taking the inverse. For space reasons alone we suppress such statements below: however they
are a fundamental part of AXIOM's communication with the user.
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We continue by introducing a further Brownian motion, this time in the new
time-scale dtau which we built using R. We use the timescale to introduce the
process S measuring the shape-distance between the shape of the con guration
and the shape of an equilateral triangle on the spherical shape space 32 . The
notion of shape-distance comes from general arguments in shape theory; the
characteristics of the di usion S can also be computed using computer algebra
but we omit this here.
dW := introduce!(W,dW)
brownianSD!(dW,dtau)
alterQuadVar!(dR,dW,0)
dS := introduce!(S,dS)
itoSDE!(dS = dW + (cos(2*S)/sin(2*S))*dtau)

We use (cos(2*S)/sin(2*S)) here rather than cot(2*S) to facilitate cancellations at a later stage. The procedure itoSDE! deduces the correct second-order
structure for the basic stochastic di erential dS from the sde on the right-hand
side of the equation. As noted in Section 3, the procedure alterQuadVar!
alters the private multiplication table for It^o di erentials. It is actually used
many times covertly as a subsidiary procedure to classicalSD!, brownianSD!,
and itoSDE!; it is necessary to use it explicitly here to de ne the relationship between dR and dW (and hence dS), because Itovsn3 deliberately fails if
it encounters an unde ned stochastic di erential multiplication (or indeed an
unde ned drift).
All other stochastic multiplications and drifts are now de ned, as may be
seen from the next invocation:
statusIto()

which yields output displaying the basic stochastic di erentials, their drifts, and
their multiplication table:
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

BSD : dR
Drift : 2 3 dt
R

dR
dS
dW
dt

:
:
:
:

dS

cos(2 S ) dt
sin(2 S )

dW

dt
dt

0

0
0
0
0

0

R2

0

dt

1 dt
R2
12 dt

0
0
0

R

0

1 dt
R2
12 dt
R

0

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

At this stage AXIOM understands the identi ers R and S respectively as
standing for the size and the shape-distance from an equilateral triangle of a
triad formed by three independent Brownian points on the plane. We can now
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use AXIOM Itovsn3 to calculate with these semimartingale quantities so as to
nd the distribution of S .
Invariance arguments can be used to motivate the de nition of the following
quantity as an appropriate surrogate for time, and an associated equation to be
used later for substitutions:
t

kappa := R^2/(4*(t1-t))
kappaSub := first solve(kappa=k,t1)

This last command has output
4 k t + R2 :
4k
It is now possible to derive the Kolmogorov backwards partial di erential
equation for the shape density; the invariance considerations noted just above
show the density can be given by
t1 =

f := operator 'f
density := f(cos(2*S),kappa)

(where f represents the unknown smooth function we'd like to nd), and the
backwards equation is derived as
bde :=
0 = numer subst(coefficient(drift d density,dt), kappaSub)

(here numer extracts the numerator, while subst performs the substitution indicated by kappaSub) with output
0 = k2 f 2 2 (cos (2 S ); k) + sin (2 S )2 f 1 1 (cos (2 S ); k) +
2 k2 + 2 k f 2 (cos (2 S ); k) ? 2 cos (2 S ) f 1 (cos (2 S ); k)
Here f 1, for example, stands for the rst partial derivative of f with respect to
its rst argument.
Of course this simply rephrases the problem: we do better by actively searching for solutions. Consider a geometrically motivated \ at-space" solution (close
to Euclidean at small distance, yet using natural quantities for the spherically
curved shape space geometry of 32 ), and a perturbation using small changes in
time-like and space directions:
?

; ;

; ;

;

;

;

p0 := kappa*exp(-kappa*(1-cos(2*S)))
p1 := (a0+a1/kappa+a2*(1-cos(2*S)))*p0

In Itovsn3 it is easy to compute conditions which a0, a1, a2 must satisfy:
 a zero-drift condition corresponding to the Kolmogorov backwards partial
di erential equation
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zero := coefficient(drift d p1,dt)/p0
zeroDrift :=
0 = numer simplify subst(zero,reference)

yielding

0 = 4 a2 ? 4Ra21 + 4 a0

 a unit mass condition using the AXIOM integrate facility
mass := integrate(subst(p1,kappaSub)*sin(2*S),S)
unitMass := simplify(subst(mass,S=%pi/2)-subst(mass,S=0)) -1

yielding
((?2 a2 ? a0 ) k ? a2 ? a1 ) e(?2 ) + a0 k + a2 + a1 = 1
2k
(there is an AXIOM facility for de nite integration, but it is hard to apply
to this particular expression, for wholly virtuous reasons to do with strong
typing, and AXIOM's excellent ability to deal carefully with mathematically ambiguous situations);
 and a further condition derived by noting that the unitMass condition
must apply for all time when a0 etc are constant, so we may di erentiate
with respect to k and set it to zero:
k

constancy := subst(D(2*k*unitMass,k),k=0)

yielding

(2 a1 ? a0 ) e0 + a0 = 2

We can now solve these three equations:
solution := solve([constancy, unitMass, zeroDrift], [a0,a1,a2])

and so obtain

[[a0 = 2; a1 = 1; a2 = ?1]]
(13)
Note this is a list of lists because this solve facility allows for the possibility of
multiple solutions!
Substituting into p1 we actually obtain the Mardia-Dryden density
(k cos (2 S ) + k + 1) e(

k

cos(2 S )?k)

(14)

and we can compute with p1 to verify that this is indeed the required transition
density. So AXIOM Itovsn3 has derived the Mardia-Dryden density.
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Before leaving this application we must note that, while the code is written
to investigate solutions to more general situations (for example more than three
points in two dimensions), and while Mardia and Dryden have generalized their
result to such cases, the empirical approach described above is less rewarding,
since the geometry becomes much more involved.
There are many further applications of various forms of symbolic It^o calculus. We have already mentioned the other applications to statistics of shape, the
most recent of which [28] uses ideas similar to the above, and also the powerful
computer algebra technique of Grobner basis algorithms. Steele and Stine used
their di usion-based implementation to derive the celebrated Black-Scholes formula from mathematical nance [45, 46], as a demonstration of capability rather
than an original application; the Mathematica implementation of Itovsn3 has
likewise been used to derive a result on hedging [25]. It is expected that there is
a bright future for nancial symbolic It^o calculus: for example current work includes the use of Itovsn3 to explore distributions of values of perpetuities under
various assumptions on in ation.
Other applications include speci c calculations in probability theory: for
example to compute the formula for the distribution of stochastic area of twodimensional Brownian motion [24] (an example very similar to the application
described in detail above), and to investigate the beautiful dynamical structure
of the roots of Brownian polynomials [37].
Perhaps the most substantial application to date has been to coupling theory (the art of constructing paired, non-independent, copies of a given random
process, typically arranged so as to meet or couple at some given future time).
In [2] use is made of Itovsn3 in its REDUCE incarnation to show the existence
of a highly counter-intuitive coupling of copies of the three-dimensional process
formed by two-dimensional Brownian motion together with its stochastic area.
It is worth noting that this application combines orthodox computer algebra
together with graphical and numerical facilities (driven from the computer algebra package itself) to seek out and to nd a solution to an unorthodox control
problem (a reduction of the original coupling problem), which could then be
veri ed by hand. This last step laid to rest any possible concerns concerning
correctness of the proof of existence, and provides a useful model for future
applications of computer algebra: one should always seek independent veri cation of any complicated proof, and computer-algebra proofs are often very
complicated!
The topic of applications in stochastic calculus should not be left without
mention of the use of computer algebra in the simulation of di usions. Talay
[47] uses Maple to generate Fortran code for simulation of sde. Kloeden and
Scott [31] used Maple to construct numerical schemes following the exposition
of [29]. In as-yet unpublished work Itovsn3 has been used to drive \automatic
simulation": once a semimartingale has been de ned in Itovsn3 then in principle
complete information has been given on how to simulate it, and it is a programming exercise to produce code to carry out simulation. It is on the other hand a
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research project, comparable to the work of Talay cited above, to produce code
to deliver non-nave simulations. For not only is it non-trivial to choose between
the di erent methods of discretization of sde, as described in [29, 30], but also
a major research question for computer algebra applied to numerical analysis is
how to use packages to produce numerically well-conditioned code (though how
to produce optimized code is now understood reasonably well).

5 Summary
In this article we have described how the innovative features of AXIOM can be
used to exploit the elegant formalism of the It^o calculus, producing an implementation [26] of Itovsn3 substantially improving on its predecessors [21, 22, 25].
We have brie y described implementation issues and have shown how to use the
AXIOM version of Itovsn3 to produce a new stochastic calculus derivation of
the Mardia-Dryden distribution. The AXIOM implementation of Itovsn3 is
now operational, and uses AXIOM's strong typing facilities to good e ect, but
much remains to be done. Certainly the present code will be further developed
to improve eciency and utilization of AXIOM's novel mathematically-based
programming facilities. In addition it will be re-worked so as to allow investigations into semimartingales taking values in more complicated mathematical
structures: for example this is required to carry forward the investigation begun in [2]. AXIOM's packaging facilities make it possible to do this in a very
economical manner: for example an algorithm for the It^o di erential d can be
written once in generalized form so as to apply to a large number of rather
di erent domains of computation.
Major advances in symbolic It^o calculus are to be expected only by application to actual problems: it is planned to apply AXIOM Itovsn3 to investigate
behaviour of multi-species epidemics as a supporting part of an interdisciplinary
investigation co-funded by EPSRC and BBSRC. A particularly challenging part
of this work will be to examine to what extent one can extend ideas of di erential
algebra, already successfully applied to this problem in a deterministic context
[41], when the operation of di erentiation with respect to time is replaced by
the It^o stochastic di erential.
Finally, and speculating over a longer time period, the unpublished experiments in automatic simulation described at the end of Section 4 suggest the
possibility of using AXIOM as a language to specify and to control complicated
statistical simulations. A possible agenda for this prospect is as follows: to
build computer algebra software which allows the user to specify the simulation
system and simulation objectives in entirely mathematical terms using the facilities of AXIOM. These being de ned, the process of simulation is in principle
well-de ned, and one can envisage being able to construct the simulation code
following general principles. This is exactly a description of the experimental automatic simulation facility already developed in earlier implementations
18

of Itovsn3. The developers of AXIOM are already aware of similar possibilities, as is evidenced by their re-christening of the AXIOM compiler as Aldor,
abbreviating \A Language for Describing Objects and Their Relationships" [9].
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